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Short Bio 
Stephanie Hodgdon dazzles you with a rock-of-all-ages concert 
paying tribute to the Kings and Queens of rock and roll. 

Long Bio 
Stephanie Hodgdon dazzles you with a rock-of-all-ages concert 
paying tribute to the Kings and Queens of Rock and Roll. A veteran of 
the Princess stage, this lady has grown from a theatre princess to a 
Queen of Rock. Among her crowning achievements, in 2015 she was 
chosen by Stephen Schwartz (Godspell, Pippin & Wicked) as a lead 
vocalist in the original cast of Magic To Do aboard the Crown 
Princess and is featured on the Magic To Do original cast album. 
From voice-over acting, to puppetry, to stand up comedy, Stephanie 
Hodgdon has done it all but Rock n’ Roll is where her heart is! 



Sound: 

Onstage Requirements: 
-1 handheld mic side stage at the top of show 
-1 boom mic stand onstage 
-2 monitors at the edge of the stage: vox (no reverb), piano and guitar 

General Show Guidelines: 
-I will provide pre-show house music on a jump drive 
-No tracks or click. This is a live rock concert. 
-Please bring musicians up in the mix when they’re soloing. 
-Keep the horns low/off in the house.  

Requests - Show A: 
OPENER MEDLEY -  
Rock It - Lo Fi sound/old radio/record 
Are You Gonna Go My Way - Concert sound. Let volume build. 
We Will Rock You - Stadium reverb 
DREAMS - feel free to use effects.  

Requests - Show B 
STEVIE NICKS MEDLEY - entire piece should build to finish 
Landslide  - intimate, natural sound 
Rhianon - start adding Vox effects 
Edge of Seventeen - piano must be present in the mix as it provides 
the dramatic shape. Should have a wide, powerful sound. 



Lighting: 

General Show Guidelines: 
-I will provide show marquees for projection screens and/or lobby 
-Please provide specials for: Piano, guitar, sax (+drums in Show B) 
and bring them up when they solo. 
-LED wall: textures and patterns using, jewels, fur, velvet, tapestries, 
the sky, feathers, and water work wonderfully. 
-Moving lights: let loose & go wild! 

Specific Requests: 
SHOW A 

DREAMS-Rain pattern on the LED. On the cymbal “ThunDER only 
happens when it’s raining” cue lightning flash. 
THE ROSE-tapestry curtain look. If you want to use roses on the 
LED, please wait until the end of the tune. No fast moving images. 

SHOW B 
STEVIE NICKS MEDLEY - whole medley will build to finish 
Landslide - Feature vox & guitar on dark stage, very intimate 
Rhiannon - use movers sparingly - static image on LED 
Edge of Seventeen - LED - white birds flying/stormy sky/clouds 

**Please be mindful of the moving lights going into the house. The 
guests become uncomfortable when it occurs too often** 



Showtime! 
-Pre-show house music is provided. 
-Show begins with band behind a closed curtain.  
-No CD needed for top of show. NO DRUM ROLL 

Pre-set: 
-No bandstands. (Musicians will stand) 
-small table with glass of water 
-boom mic set upstage by drum riser 
-stool by piano 
-large riser for drums, smaller riser for guitar & bass 
-2 monitors downstage 

Opener Cues - Show A 
**Cue band to start by flashing work lights backstage** 
Top of show - Rock It (backstage) Slowly dim house lights 
Are You Gonna Go My Way   Moving lights 
 4 measures      cue VO 
 8 measures (bass kicks in)  Raise curtain 
Prince Finish      Blackout 

Opener Cues - Show B 
**Cue band to start by flashing work lights backstage** 
Rock and Roll      Raise curtain, special on drums 
 Band kicks in     cue VO 



Set List - Show A 
 1. OPENER MEDLEY 
 Rock It Intro 
 Are You Gonna Go My Way 
 We Will Rock You 
 I Love Rock and Roll 
 Are You Gonna/Prince Finish (>>>Segue) 
2. OLD TIME ROCK & ROLL 

3. DREAMS 

4. THE ROSE (>>>Segue) 
5. PIECE OF MY HEART 

6. TURN ON THE RADIO 

7. HELTER SKELTER 

8. THE STORY 

9. SOMEBODY TO LOVE 



Set List - Show B 

1. ROCK & ROLL 

2. BLACK VELVET 

3. HOUND DOG 

4. WHEN WILL I BE LOVED? 

5. HEARTACHE TONIGHT 

6. WHERE DID THE ROCK GO?(>>>Segue) 
7. STEVIE NICKS MEDLEY 
 Landslide 
 Rhiannon 
 Edge of Seventeen 

8. GLITTER IN THE AIR 

9. BARRACUDA
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